Myelodysplastic syndromes (MDSs) are hematopoietic stem cell disorders characterized by ineffective hematopoiesis and associated with a 30% probability of progression into acute myeloid leukemia (AML).[@R1] The cells of MDS patients exhibited a pronounced erosion in telomeres, repetitive hexanucleotide (TTAGGG) regions that preserve chromosome integrity during cellular division, protect cells against premature senescence, and inhibit cell death. Such a shortening is among the earliest signs of the disease.[@R2]^,^[@R3] The enzyme responsible for maintaining telomeres, telomerase, plays a complex role in the regulation of tissue homeostasis as well as during oncogenesis, especially in the case of rapidly dividing cells such as hematopoietic cells. A few research groups have studied telomerase and its catalytic component, telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT, best known as hTERT), in the context of MDS. Thus, while telomere attrition in myeloid cells is a confirmed and common finding among MDS patients, the status of telomeres in the T-cell compartment of these individuals was unknown, as was the possible link between this phenomenon to the pathogenesis of the disease.[@R4]^,^[@R5] T cells, which play an important role both as effectors and as regulators of adaptive immune responses, normally undergo a finite number of cell divisions until they reach a terminally differentiated state and enter replicative senescence.[@R6] The repair of telomeres is therefore crucial for T cells, owing to their high rate of turnover. Thus, T cells, notably naïve T cells after thymic involution, are particularly sensitive to changes in telomerase activity.[@R7]^,^[@R8]

Based on these premises, we focused on assessing the status of telomeres in T cells from MDS patients as well as on gaining a basic mechanistic understanding of the possible deregulation of hTERT in this setting ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).[@R9] We first investigated the length of telomeres in T cells obtained from MDS patients and found significant telomere attrition as compared with the same cells from healthy subjects. Importantly, because the disease has an average age of onset of \~70 y, we stratified our results based on age and observed that T cells from MDS patients exhibit telomere shortening irrespective of patient age. Indeed, no significant differences were observed in terms of telomere length between T cells obtained from relatively young (\< 65 y) MDS patients and T cells isolated in older (\> 65 y) individuals affected by the disease. Both these patients subgroups harbored T cells with telomeres that were shorter than those of control T cells. These observations suggest that telomere attrition is an important component of the alterations that characterize the hematopoietic compartment of MDS patients, presumably developing before the onset of symptoms.

![**Figure 1.** Telomerase deficiency in naïve T cells impacts lymphocytic homeostasis in myelodysplastic syndrome patients.](onci-2-e26329-g1){#F1}

By means of 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine (BrdU, to assess cell cycle progression), carboxyfluorescein *N*-succinimidyl ester (CFSE, to assess proliferation) and Telomerase RNA component (TREC, to assess the enzymatic activity of telomerase) assays, we observed that T cells from MDS patients exhibit a proliferative defect as compared with normal T cells. Such a deficiency was accentuated upon stimulation with anti-CD3/anti-CD28 antibodies and correlated with enzymatic defects in hTERT, but not with the length of telomeres. Perhaps, this may be explained with the fact that the telomeres of T cells from MDS patients are shorter than those of control T lymphocytes to being with.

Our next step was to assess whether telomere dysfunction originates from antigen exposure. To this aim, were compared the length of telomeres in naive and memory T-cell populations from MDS cases and healthy individuals. The telomere length of naïve T cells was significantly decreased in MDS cases as compared with control subjects, whereas no difference was observed in memory T cells. This indicates that telomeric defects can affect specific T-cell subpopulations. Importantly, the telomerase activity of naïve T cells was significantly decreased in MDS patients as compared with healthy subjects, whereas memory T cells did not differ in this respect. These observations confirm that naïve T cells from MDS patients are specifically affected by telomeric defects and suggest that such defects are not related to antigen exposure. Moreover, these data partly explain our previous findings of a skewed naïve-to-memory CD4^+^ T-cell ratio in MDS patients.[@R7]

We also detected that the inducible expression of the *TERT* mRNA is significantly decreased in the T-cell compartment of MDS patients as compared with that of healthy individuals, suggesting that the loss of telomerase activity that we observed is related to hTERT expression levels. However, we could not link such an MDS-associated attrition of naïve T-cell telomeres with mutations in the *TERT* promoter or with *TERT* copy number variations/deletions, suggesting that these naïve T cells do not derive from a malignant clone.[@R9] Other inflammatory diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis have been associated with defects in telomere repair, including reduced telomerase activity in naïve CD4^+^ T cells due to insufficient induction of hTERT. Based on these premises, we compared the telomere length and telomerase activity of cells from MDS patients with those of cells from aplastic anemia (AA) patients.[@R10] We found a comparably lower telomerase activity in cells isolated from AA patients, defining MDS as a member of telomere repair disorders.

In summary, our study was the first to investigate the mechanisms for premature telomere attrition in the T-cell compartment of MDS patients, a phenomenon presumably brought about by a deficiency in telomerase selectively affecting (and hence hindering the regeneration of) naïve T cells. These findings explain previous data demonstrating skewed naïve-to-memory CD4^+^ T-cell ratios in MDS patients, reflecting an altered lymphocyte homeostasis from a decreased naïve T-cell compartment and the accumulation of senescent cells. Future studies on the transcriptional regulation of hTERT, encompassing DNA methylation and histone modification assessments, will be important in order to elucidate the pathways underlying the attrition of telomeres in naïve T cells from MDS patients. Further insights into this issue will lead to a better understanding of the role of telomere abnormalities in the etiology of MDS, perhaps providing a basis for the development of novel therapeutic approaches against this disease.
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